
- Unification-

“Wher tw	 tribes 	f primeval mar, livirg ir the same c	urtry, came irt	
c	mpetiti	r, if the 	re tribe ircluded (	ther circumstarces beirg equal) a greater

rumber 	f c	urage	us, sympathetic, ard faithful members, wh	 were always ready t	
warr each 	ther 	f darger, t	 aid ard deferd each 	ther, this tribe w	uld with	ut a
d	ubt succeed best ard c	rquer the 	ther … Sel�sh ard c	rterti	us pe	ple will r	t
c	here, ard with	ut c	hererce r	thirg car be efected. A tribe p	ssessirg the ab	ve

qualities ir a high degree w	uld spread ard be vict	ri	us 	ver 	ther tribes.”

- Charles Darwin

ver-wild  waters  churn  and  rage,  as  R’lyeh  slumbers
forward  with  the  slow  purpose  of  continents,  bringing
together  the  maelstrom  of  purpose.  Unifcation  is  the
practice  of  unity,  without  which The Cult  Of Cthulhu
falls  into  obscurity,  as  it  has  done  in  decades  passed.
Followers of The Cult must strive to ever unify with one

another.  
A  real  family  banded  together  by  bonds  of  cosmic  darkness  and

understanding, transcending the reality put in front of us. 

That is The Cult of Cthulhu. 

To join is to cloak oneself in the fraternal bonds of cosmic allegiance and
form friendships which in turn form the foundation for the possibility of
anything.

It  is  important  to  adopt  a  Darwinian  mindset  when  approaching
Unifcation. A chief reason that Satanism, for example, fails as a force to be
reckoned with after the 2000’s is it’s obsession with the individual and it’s
lack  of  respect  for  the  collective.  As  humans  we  crave  brotherhood.
Whether one is a misanthropic hermit or not, a sense of community (even
at a distance) provides wellbeing and purpose.  One can be surrounded by
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people everyday and yet feel lonelier than when they are by themselves.
They can be in a huge crowd and yet feel like they cannot trust or talk to
anybody. At the individual level a singular cell will not triumph  over the
group. Only by banding together does an entity prove sizable, forceful and
reckoning.  To  be  a  part  of  such  a  group,  such  a  power,  is  not  only
advantageous to the group in terms of propagation but benefcial to the
individuals  very  existence.  The  lone  wolf  may  rely  on  none,  it  is  self-
sufcient, self-appreciating and efcient.  But when push comes to shove
the lone wolf does not survive. The lone wolf cannot take down the bear, it
is only through strategy and teamwork with fellow pack members that such
a  benefcial  eventuality  comes  to  pass.  The  wolf  of  the  pack,  working
equally  for  itself  and  for  the  collective,  ensures  not  only  its  own
guaranteed survival but the expansion and betterment of the pack itself,
and so by extension, its own agenda. 

The pack survives while the lone wolf dies. The Cult of Cthulhu is
essentially a wolf pack; even a wolf pack of lone wolves. 

This  Bible  is  frst  and  foremost  a  tome  of  knowledge  for  the
uninitiated, this is the �rst point of call for those wishing to enter and so by
necessity it is fundamental and essential, but at it’s higher level The Cult
itself is an intrinsic band of brothers and sisters, placed coincidentally but
strategically  in  all  levels  of  society.  From  busboys  and  waitresses  to
lawyers, scientists, programmers, teachers, lawmen, doctors and politicians.
Imagine for a moment being a part of such a collective, a collective that
without doubt or question has your back. The mere act of belonging means
exactly  that:  that  you  bel	rg. As  long  as  the  one  does  its  part  for  the
collective,  the  collective  will  always  do  its  part  for  the  one.  It  is  an
agglomerate of cells  that through strategy, profciency and cooperation
can infect any system and overtake it. 

A purely Darwinian example is this; a Bronze Age tribe centered
around  a  god  of  warfare  and  battle  will  undoubtedly  conquer  a
neighboring tribe that believes in a god of peace or a tribe of no god at all.
Warriors of unshaken faith of such a tribe would successfully conquer, raid,
loot and claim the women of other tribes and multiply and spread. Such a
tribe is the most likely to survive inter-tribal struggles for dominance and
spawn daughter  tribes  with the same essential  beliefs  in its  central  god.
This is very much the reason for the prevalence of the Abrahamic religions
of today (which is covered in The Tome of Yog-Sothoth). None of this is
to say that The Cult promotes such indignant, savage behavior as practiced
by these lower religions. We have passed the Age of Enlightenment and no
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real Cultist would stoop to the levels of such neanderthal practices today.
This is the time of wit and cunning, intelligence and science. We are the
next logical step in the evolutionary chain of religious propagation. We
believe in that which is worthy, logical and reasonable to believe, and we
dominate and spread with the same purpose of these ancient tribes but with
the use of intelligence over violence and articulation over belligerence. 

Upholding and practicing Unifcation is an extremely important facet
of being a Cultist, for only with the system working at its individual level
can the collective survive and spread and, above all, support each individual
as needed. Without every Cultist revering the importance of the group and
helping it, the group would not be able to help The Cultist. 

When every Cultist decides to help the collective, (meaning each and
every other Cultist) then every one supports every one. It is, in its purest
form, a brotherhood. It transcends the pathetic notion of fraternity of the
major right hand religions that pretends to love one another as a collective
but happily walk past the one begging for mercy and alms because of some
misplaced notion of spiritual superiority. 

This is not the case with The Cult. 
The benefts of in;uence are obvious. The world will come to heed

with the ideals of The Cult when Cthulhu rises, not because they are the
ideals of The Cult, not because we proclaim them and not because we wish
for power without reason. The world will  come to heed simply because
advancement must reign and we as a species must move forward, releasing
the  shackles  of  the  old  religions,  of  puritanical  fundamentalism  and
unscientifc idiocy. Cthulhu must awaken and it is the purpose of The Cult
to see it through. The benefts of being a part of this in;uence are, also,
obvious. No matter where in the current hierarchal structure of modern
(;eeting) society you sit, by being a part of the in;uence that will change it
forever you are a part of the worldly change that is imminent, and your
position in that hierarchal structure enters a state of ;ux. ‘Normality’ (or
Sarity) dictates that we are to be happy with our lot in life. ‘Wherever you
end up, you had better be happy about it! Watch your streamed series and
specials,  eat  up  the  news  notifcations  and  build  your  personal  social
networking identity/brand to feel okay about how much of a let down life
has become.’

When you are  a  part  of  The Cult  none of  these  things  act  as  the
ultimate, for there is a far higher and stronger power than yourself, but it is
not without you… It is only with you that it exists. And the collective serves
the individual as the individual serves the collective…
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 You are now part of a silent elite, quietly permeating the reality that you
see and acting directly in both humanities interest and your own. Bear in
mind always the Darwinian initiative on tribal conquest and domination. 
It is only real when every Cultist serves accordingly. 
Knights of old wore their colors, crests and symbols both on and of the 
battlefeld as an identifer and as a mark of pride. Noble houses (and indeed
nations) would adorn everything with their crests and seals.  The classic 
‘Jesus fsh’ that adorns bumpers everywhere started out as a concealed way 
of persecuted Christians identifying each other in secret. These were all 
used as symbols of identifcation and pride...

Wear the symbol of Cthulhu proudly emblazoned on your chest like the
knights of old.

Scream our names as you charge into battle.
Let all know that The Cult Of Cthulhu has arisen once again. 

The Cult is big, too big for any of us alone. 
It is about communion. 

About unity.
About family.  

There is a saying in Africa: 

If y	u wart t	 g	 quickly 
 g	 al	re. 

If y	u wart t	 g	 far 
g	 t	gether. 
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